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Lessons from COVID-driven 
teaching adjustments



Introduction and Context

12th year at Providence College

Spring 2020: Microbiology with Lab
36 students in 2 sections of lecture and 2 of lab

Fall 2020: General Biology I
87 students in 2 lecture sections



Spring 2020 – Microbiology

- Challenges:
- Didn’t plan for this
- Restructured course on the fly
- Students experienced a wide variety of 

circumstances
- Zoom fatigue set in quickly

- My children were online for school





Spring 2020 – Microbiology

- Addressing the challenges: Simplify.
- Knew it could not be the same as in-person
- Canceled lab
- Mini-lectures – distillation to key points
- Guided discussions – application of concepts



Will continue to use guided discussions 
in upper level courses



Fall 2020 – General Biology I

- Advantage:
- Time to plan
- Ability to leverage electronic resources

- Challenges:
- Mostly first year students – how to connect?
- Ever-changing mix of in-person and remote students
- Students in wide variety of circumstances
- Electronic platform fatigue 



Avoiding electronic platform fatigue



1. Simplicity of connection to course



2. Flexible, standard course content delivery

- Post slides and YouTube recording of the lecture by 
mid-afternoon before class.

- Zoom broadcast of live lecture on laptop camera at 
front of room.

- Pause and engage remote students during lecture

- Lots of virtual office hours from instructor and TAs



3. Restructured lectures and exam 
preparation cycle

- Shorter lectures to reduce Zoom fatigue.

- Applications questions at end of lecture.

- One or more review classes before exams.
- Synchronous and asynchronous online exam sections

- Lots of office hours from instructor and TAs



What will I keep?

- Recorded lectures: Flexibility and structured study aid

- Virtual office hours: Less formal and easier to connect 
with students

- Shorter lectures: Crisp and ensures time for synthesis

- Exam preparation cycle: Reviews during class time 
instead of at night; evening office hours



- Online exams:
- Harder to give a mix of Bloom’s level questions
- Students didn’t fully take advantage of the 

reduced time pressure
- Online cheating concerns

- Connection with students: Harder to identify and 
redirect struggling students

What needs work?



- A mix of in-person and remote students?
- Keeping everyone engaged?
- Remote labs?
- Online assessments?
- Research experiences for remote students?
- Research progress with added demands?
- Balancing personal and professional life?
- Mental health considerations?
- Other?

What are your experiences and 
recommendations with: 
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